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Product Information

EAN 5099206079533

Brand  Logitech

SKU 10207273

Manu Part # 960-001227

Physical

Form Factor Camera

Case Colour Black
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LED Status Indicators Video mute/unmute



Dimensions 15.20cm (W) x 15.20cm (D) x 18.25cm (H)

Mounting Kit Included

Indoor/Outdoor Indoor

General

Product Type Video Conferencing Camera

Warranty 2-Year Limited Hardware Warranty

Description This provides visual affirmation that the camera is

unable to 'see' anything in the meeting space when

idle. The lens lifts to a preset position when joining a

meeting and parks automatically when the meeting

ends. In addition, whenever video is muted during a

meeting, a status light illuminates red to affirm visual

privacy.  Logitech RightSight camera control

technology automatically moves and adjusts the lens

to comfortably frame meeting participants in rooms of

all shapes and sizes. Enjoy hands-free convenience

or take manual control: participants are always in

view and optimally pictured on-screen. Logitech

RightLight technology with Wide Dynamic Range

(WDR) prioritises faces over objects and surfaces,

optimises light balance, and fine-tunes colour and

saturation for natural results across all skin tones.

The result is a balanced image that renders

participants in flattering light with reduced glare and

softer shadows, even in dim or backlit conditions.

Product Family Rally

Marketing Premium PTZ camera with Ultra-HD imaging system

and automatic camera control. With premium

industrial design and an Ultra-HD imaging system,

Rally Camera tops the lineup of standalone video

cameras from Logitech. Packed with advanced optics

and breakthrough technologies, Rally Camera

delivers premium performance in professional



meeting spaces of all shapes and sizes. With

whisper-quiet mechanical Pan/Tilt/Zoom, razor-sharp

15X HD zoom, expansive 90° diagonal field of view,

and powerful 4K sensor, Rally Camera captures

every person in the room with truly phenomenal

video quality. With an Ultra-HD imaging system, Rally

Camera delivers brilliantly sharp video, outstanding

colour, and exceptional optical accuracy at

resolutions up to 4K. Logitech RightLight technology

optimises light balance to emphasise faces and

render natural-looking skin tones, even in dim or

backlit conditions. Rally Camera incorporates world-

class Logitech optics and 4K sensor in a premium

industrial design suitable for any professional setting.

Elegantly finished in matte black with slate gray metal

trim, Rally Camera can be positioned on a table,

mounted on a tripod, or secured to a wall with

included hardware. For overhead installations, the

camera detects when it's inverted and automatically

corrects image orientation and camera controls.

Logitech RightSight camera control automatically

moves and adjusts the lens to comfortably frame

meeting participants in rooms of all shapes and

sizes. Logitech RightSense is a suite of proactive

technologies built into Rally Camera that automate a

better user experience. RightSight automates camera

control to perfectly frame participants, no matter their

distance from the lens. RightLight optimises light

balance and prioritises faces over objects and

surfaces to render natural-looking skin tones. Plus,

Rally Camera is compatible with virtually any video

conferencing app right out of the box. When Rally

Camera is not in use, the lens defaults to a parked

position where the lens is pointed straight down.
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Electrical

Power Adaptor Type AC Power Adaptor with Regional Plugs

Battery Type CR2032

Interfaces/Ports

USB Port(s) 1 x USB 3.0 Type-C

Power Adapter Input AC

System

Security Kensington security slot

Video

Frame Rates 30/60 Per Second

Image Device

Horizontal Field of View 82.1°

Vertical Field of View 52.2°

Diagonal Field of View 90°

Screen Type 3840 x 2160 Pixels



Effective Pixel Resolution 3840 x 2160 Pixels

Lens

Lens Type Auto-focus

Optical Zoom 15x



Product Description

Premium PTZ camera with Ultra-HD imaging system and

automatic camera control. With premium industrial design

and an Ultra-HD imaging system, Rally Camera tops the

lineup of standalone video cameras from Logitech. Packed

with advanced optics and breakthrough technologies, Rally

Camera delivers premium performance in professional

meeting spaces of all shapes and sizes. With whisper-quiet

mechanical Pan/Tilt/Zoom, razor-sharp 15X HD zoom,

expansive 90 diagonal field of view, and powerful 4K

sensor, Rally Camera captures every person in the room

with truly phenomenal video quality. With an Ultra-HD

imaging system, Rally Camera delivers brilliantly sharp

video, outstanding colour, and exceptional optical accuracy

at resolutions up to 4K. Logitech RightLight technology

optimises light balance to emphasise faces and render

natural-looking skin tones, even in dim or backlit

conditions. Rally Camera incorporates world-class Logitech

optics and 4K sensor in a premium industrial design

suitable for any professional setting. Elegantly finished in

matte black with slate gray metal trim, Rally Camera can

be positioned on a table, mounted on a tripod, or secured

to a wall with included hardware. For overhead

installations, the camera detects when it's inverted and

automatically corrects image orientation and camera

controls. Logitech RightSight camera control automatically

moves and adjusts the lens to comfortably frame meeting

participants in rooms of all shapes and sizes. Logitech

RightSense is a suite of proactive technologies built into

Rally Camera that automate a better user experience.

RightSight automates camera control to perfectly frame

participants, no matter their distance from the lens.

RightLight optimises light balance and prioritises faces over

objects and surfaces to render natural-looking skin tones.

Plus, Rally Camera is compatible with virtually any video

conferencing app right out of the box. When Rally Camera

is not in use, the lens defaults to a parked position where

the lens is pointed straight down.


